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Competition and Regulatory Reform: California As A
Case Study In Deregulatory Failure And Reform

“But we must face reality: California’s deregulation scheme is a colossal and dangerous
failure: It has not lowered consumer prices. And it has not increased supply. In fact, it
has resulted in skyrocketing prices, price-gouging and an unreliable supply of electricity.
In short, an energy nightmare.” Gov. Gray Davis State of the State Address, 01/08/01

In 1996, California passed legislation (AI3  1890) that deregulated i the state’s

electric markets, opening them to competition. Here is what was promised. For the first

time, customers were to be allowed to choose suppliers of generation other than the

existing utilities to sell them electricity. This generation would still flow over utility

owned power lines but customers would choose a new competitive generator, inform the

utility of the choice, and have the electricity delivered over the lines of the utility. The

price for the generation would be set by the market between generators and consumers.

The law also carried a number of other conditions. Utilities were guaranteed recovery of

“above market” or “stranded” costs related to generation and was required to sell off,

divest or transfer most generation assets. The utilities were also required to act as a

supplier of last resort for any consumer who did could not or did not want to find an

alternate electricity supplier. The utilities, having divested themselves of all or nearly all

of their generating capacity, would have to buy electricity on the power exchange

operated by the California Independent System Operator. At the same time, the price that

utilities could charge these consumers would remain capped until certain conditions were

met. This cap was carefully negotiated in order to provide a guaranteed rate to all

customers and still allow utilities recovery of all expected costs, including the above

market or stranded costs that resulted from previous investment decisions. The

legislation promised to initiate competition in the generation market which, again in

’ In this paper restructuring is used in order to distinguish deregulation from among all efforts to open
markets to competition, Restructuring broadly refers to any type of effort to use competitive forces to
improve on regulated results. Deregulation is one way to restructure these markets. Deregulation is
distinguished from other forms of restructuring by virtue of the fact that under deregulation competition
replaces regulatory oversight. Efforts to deregulate are based in part on a belief that competitive markets
will be formed and produce results better than could be achieved with regulation. Deregulation is
characterized by a replacement of regulatory oversight with the market and a replacement of the goals of
the regulatory oversight with a willingness to accept market results, whatever they might be. Other efforts
to restructure attempt to use competitive forces with regulatory oversight to achieve the basic regulatory
goals of least cost, reliable safe power produced and delivered in an environmentally responsible manner.
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theory, would result in a system that had both lower prices and greater reliability. It is

worth remembering that AI3  1890 was endorsed by the utilities and passed the California

legislature unanimously.

What actually happened in California is of course as close to the polar opposite of

what was promised as one is ever likely to see. Beginning in 1998 the restructured

utilities reported financial problems with providing service at the regulated rate. In 1999,

San Diego Gas and Electric, having met the legal requirements mandating the rate freeze,

began passing on bill increases to customers. According to local press accounts,

residential rates doubled in the first five weeks, the average bill jumping from $50.59 per

month to $101.58. Other reports indicated that users found their bills tripling depending

on their usage. Federal assistance was rushed to provide help to low income customers in

San Diego.

The real crisis, however, emerged when the two other utilities, PG&E and SoCal

Edison, fell into a downward spiral of debt and supply shortages that led to dramatic

decreases in the reliability of the system to provide power to customers. The cost of

generation for PG&E and SoCal Edison quickly mounted to $17 billion, $12 billion over

and above the expected power costs of only $5 billion. Despite issuing $10 billion in

new bonds to purchase power on an on-going basis, engaging in a crash contract

negotiation by the state, and raising electric bills by 46%,  the state had not extricated

itself from the threat of continuing and perhaps even more severe problems as it entered

the 2001peak  summer  period. An assessment of the likely exposure made before the

summer was staggering: “The same power that cost Californians $7 billion in 1999 was

$27 billion in 2000 and is projected to cost upwards of $50 billion in 2001 .“2

Looking back at the 2001 summer period, California managed to dodge the price

spikes, power shortages, and severe escalation in power bills that many feared. A

combination of regulation, litigation, and conservation provided the necessary protection

from the deregulated power market that California needed. Governor Grey Davis

recognized that the only way to reduce the state’s exposure to deregulated markets was to

obtain power under fixed price, long term contracts and he committed substantial

resources to obtaining precisely that. Although the state had to enter these contracts

’ Bush’s Mistake in California, Grey Davis, New York Times, 5/3  l/01.
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when it had virtually no viable bargaining position to take with potential suppliers, which

the terms of the contracts seem to reflect, the contracts were critical to breaking the hold

of the deregulated suppliers. In addition, consumers in the state cut back usage

dramatically and the state pursued vigorous litigation against the power suppliers largely

responsible for the price increases of the prior winter. Finally, the weather cooperated

with cooler than normal temperatures, which reduced the demand for air conditioning.

The combination of these factors broke the stranglehold the power suppliers had on the

state. California has now come almost complete circle from being the first state to

deregulate markets to being the first state to reregulate them: the state id away with the

power exchange, it used a public authority to enter into long term contracts for supplies,

and it has recently ended consumer choice in the state.3

The rush to explain and fix the California crisis has set off an intense debate

extending from California, to other states, to the federal government. Some argue the

crisis resulted from a supply shortage caused by overly restrictive environmental policies,

which stopped new generation from being built. Others argue the crisis arose because the

California did not really deregulate markets. Still others argue the crisis arose because

the plan did deregulate markets.

The arguments for a supply shortage have a surface plausibility, and have become

a case in point for the Bush administration’s arguments for an energy policy favorable to

the development of new energy resources. However, the supply argument ultimately

falters because at the time of the worst supply shortfall over the 2000-2001 winter period

the state peak demand was only 60% of the annual peak. Even allowing for maintenance,

generation was physically available to meet all loads. It simply was with held from the

state for financial reasons. In addition, the most environmentally sensitive part of the

state, Los Angeles, which did not participate in the deregulation because it was served by

a municipal authority, did not experience any supply disruption and actually sold excess

capacity to other parts of the state. The California crisis cannot fairly be blamed on the

state’s environmental policies.

3 On September 20,200l  the California Commission issued, PUC Decision 0109060, an order ending the
ability of all retail customers to shop for alternative suppliers. Customer choice is ended in California. All
generation provided will be at a regulated cost of service. There is an on-going discussion at the
Commission as to whether the Decision should be made retroactive to the date it was issued.
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As the California crisis has evolved, it has become increasingly clear that

California’s problems result from the confluence of federal and state actions and not from

the California legislation alone. While California was passing AB 1890, the Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued a series of rulemakings, carrying out

deregulation at the wholesale level. The result of both these actions was to leave the

California utilities, PG&E,  SoCal Edison, and San Diego Gas and Electric, with no long

term contracts to serve load and therefore a need to purchase all generation requirements

in the deregulated wholesale market. These deregulated markets allow suppliers to bid

their capacity on an hour by hour basis at any price unrelated to the actual cost of

production. To make matters worse, the rules of the power exchange which were in

effect for the first part of the California crisis call for the highest bid price to be paid to

every kWh  supplied in that hour. The incentive structure of these markets makes it

extremely profitable for suppliers to manipulate or control the availability of generation

in order to raise the highest bid price. The structure of the market also allows easy

manipulation of the bids by the suppliers. The effect of these changes was to vastly

leverage the cost of any shortfall of generation. In addition, as the deregulated wholesale

market became extremely profitable suppliers stopped entering into separate long-term

contracts because they would not be as profitable. This of course has made it much more

difficult for California to protect itself from the price gouging in the short-term wholesale

market.

The California situation is unique in that the utilities were deliberately left with no

long-term capacity at the same they had to face the deregulated wholesale market.

However, while other states have allowed utilities to retain some contracts to cover the

four to five year transition period, those contracts expire either before or at the end of the

transition period. As a result, virtually every state that has enacted deregulation faces the

prospect at some point of having to cover generation requirements with new contracts or

wholesale short-term purchases. At that point, unless the problems at the federal level are

fixed, the economic logic of the California crisis will very likely be exported to other

states. In at least one documented case, involving CILCO a small Illinois utility, the

crisis already has been exported. In looking ahead to the summer of 2001 and beyond,

the critical variable for any utility, state, or region is the contract shortfall, that is the
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amount  of expected load not already covered by long term contracts. Any utility, even a

regulated utility, faced with a need to obtain either a long term contract or enter the

deregulated wholesale market will very likely be forced to enter the deregulated market

and experience the price shock that devastated California and at least one other utility in

Illinois4

The concern outside California arises because the California legislation enacted a

plan that became a standard, and in some states served as an actual blueprint, for other

restructuring legislation. That plan allowed consumers for the first time to look for

alternative suppliers of electricity by opening electric markets to competition. It required

utilities to spin off existing generation assets, it assured utilities recovery of existing

regulated costs, and it deregulated the generation portion of the total electric bill.

The plan is also significant for what it did away with. It ended the regulation of

generation prices set at the cost of production. It ended the long-run planning role for

regulation, in which various alternatives were evaluated in order to find the least cost

combination of supply and conservation options that would provide reliable service for

the near and long term. It eliminated the overall legislative intention that generation be

regulated so as to provide low-cost, safe, reliable electricity generated in an

environmentally responsible manner.

Is the California crisis a failure of the plan “to deregulate” or a failure “of

deregulation”? Will the California crisis travel to other states that have followed some or

all of the plans? A critical point in the California plan and in all other state deregulation

plans adopted thus far is that the deregulation of generation occurred without regard to

the level of competitive alternatives available to customers. As a result, many if not most

customers have no alternative suppliers and will have to obtain generation from a

deregulated market where the incentives are for the suppliers to manipulate the market,

leverage any shortage, and earn substantial windfall profits.

Any attempt to open electric markets immediately divides customers into two

groups: those who have access to competitive alternatives and those who do not.

4 Seattle City Lights, the municipal utility serving Seattle has raised rates three times already in 2001 and
has cited the huge increases in the price of power needed to replace shortages that have arisen in the city
because of reduced hydroelectric resources.
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Customers with no real choice should not have to buy generation from deregulated

suppliers. If customers with no choice have to get electricity from deregulated suppliers,

they become captive customers who will pay any price for service. In the California

legislation and all the other states that followed California’s lead, generation was either

immediately deregulated or deregulated after a brief transition period. California

aggravated this vulnerability by not allowing long-term contracts. However, other states,

which allowed long term contracts and where as a result only a fraction of the total load

of captive customers had to be bought in deregulated markets, have experienced cost

spikes of a magnitude very similar to that experienced in California.

In California and in every other state that has deregulated thus far, only a small

percentage of customers have obtained access to alternative, competitive suppliers. As a

result captive customers with no real competitive alternatives have to rely on service

from the old utility, which must purchase electricity from deregulated suppliers. The

requirement to purchase deregulated generation service for these captive customers in

California, drove the utilities $12 billion into debt and provided a multi-billion windfall

to the owners of generation resources.’ The California plan allows the customers who

should be the most protected to become the source of the greatest profits. Unless it is

fixed, this market imbalance will continue to produce disastrous price spikes for captive

customers, financial crises for utilities providing that service, reductions in the reliability

of service, and thwart the development of legitimate competitive alternatives.

If electric markets are opened to competition, customers with no real choice of

alternative suppliers should be protected from price gouging by maintaining regulatory

cost controls on all generation needed to serve them. This should be done at the federal

and state level. These customers should be guaranteed they will pay no more than a

benchmark price set at the regulated price until a competitive alternative becomes

available that they willingly select. In order to channel competitive efforts in a

5 There is considerable debate about what the precise size of the windfall to the alternative suppliers has
been. The regulated rates set fir PG&E and SoCal Edison allowed for the recovery of normal or expected
generation costs. The $12 billion debt represents bills for power in excess of the expected amount. In
some sense there is at least an initial reason to argue that the entire $12 billion in power bills are in excess
of costs and constitute a windfall for suppliers. During the time from when the rates were initially set and
the huge debt was accumulated, natural gas costs spiked. This would drive some of the costs up, however,
California generation is only -%  from natural gas generation. . A recent report from the California



productive direction, alternative suppliers should be required by the structure of the

market to profit only if they can provide alternative generation either below the

benchmark regulated cost of electricity or with a superior environmental footprint, or

both.

In both what it did and did away with the California plan incorporated a bedrock

belief that market results would replace and improve upon regulation. It is critical to

unraveling the problems in California, the problems at the federal level, and in the plan

passed on from California to other states to recognize that restructuring electric markets

in order to open them to competition is not synonymous with deregulation and does not

require complete deregulation. The purpose of regulation and regulators is to represent

the interests of society. If done correctly, competition can be used within a framework of

regulatory goals to provide better information, improve incentives and improve the ability

of society to get what it wants. If the goal of regulation is low cost electricity, then

restructuring should open market to competition but continue regulatory control of

generation resources until a competitive alternative with lower cost is available. At that

point the competitive alternative can replace the regulated resource, but not before. If

improved environmental performance is important, then regulatory control should be

maintained over generation resources until an environmentally superior alternative if

available.

The alternative restructuring that allows choice without deregulation recognizes

that consumers must use agents, either the utilities or their competitors, to get low cost,

safe, reliable electricity generated in an environmentally responsible manner. Under a

regulatory regime that relied solely upon utilities, consumers and the regulators

representing their interests faced the serious limitation of having to base decisions upon

imperfect information about how the utilities operate while also recognizing that the

incentives of the utilities were not the same or necessarily even consistent with the

interests of consumers. Competition can be a tool for regulators, to use to get better

information about the real cost of electricity and to give both utilities and their potential

competitors better incentives to provide low cost, safe reliable and environmentally

Independent System Operator set the overcharges at $5.7 billion. It is still to early to say whether this
figure will stand or represent the high estimate.
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responsible generation. However, simply offering competition along with deregulation of

generation will not guarantee this will happen. In order to insure that the introduction of

competitive choice in electric markets produces the results desired, regulation must allow

and protect potential competition and rigorously analyze the incentives offered by the

new arrangements. Opening markets to competition can reform and improve regulation

but regulation must make that happen.

II. OVERVIEW: THE CRISIS, THE DEBATE AND THE ALTERNATIVE: THE
CALIFORNIA CRISIS

California’s crisis operates at several levels. Most public attention has focused on

the interrelated financial and reliability crisis that has the inescapable fascination of a

train wreck. Looking below the financial crisis, however, the cause of the enormous run-

up in power bills rests squarely with the power exchange, the market-like institution used

in California and pushed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. The

deregulated power exchange is structured in a way that allows easy manipulation and

enormous windfall profits for suppliers.

Of course, any analysis of the California crisis has to look at the bedrock rationale

for opening markets. At this level, it was the simplistic belief that markets are always

superior to regulation and the insistence of writing that belief into legislation that led to

the fatal errors which essentially allowed unregulated suppliers to sell electricity to

customers who had no alternatives. That basic flaw is the fundamental cause of the crisis

and the single error that needs correcting if California and other states are to avoid

repeats of the crisis in the future.

For most of the first two months of 2001, power cutoffs threatened to cripple

California. Despite attempts to blame this crisis on environmentalists, the reliability

crisis clearly flowed from the financial problems caused by the explosive leveraging of

power bills. Huge increases in the price of power purchased from the deregulated market

led to early warnings of financial difficulties, which quickly became extreme financial

crises. Two utilities, PG&E and SoCal Edison, ran out of cash to pay power bills which

caused suppliers to hold back generation supplies out of fear they would not be paid. The
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threats and actual hold-outs were sufficient to threaten the ability of the state to function

in the face of electricity blackouts.

The deregulated price, unhooked from any need to be tied to actual cost of

generation, has been ten, twenty, and even hundreds of times greater than the regulated

cost of the power. More importantly, the deregulated power exchange operates to

leverage any shortage into an enormously profitable opportunity for suppliers. In the

power exchange, the highest price bid accepted to provide service at any hour is paid to

every kWh supplied in that hour. In a market like California, where the peak hour can

require 50 million kWh’s,  the power exchange leverages the highest bid price by 50

million times. Even more than the high price for the incremental resources, it is this

leverage that pushed the power bills to the point that in one year the two large utilities ran

up $12 billion in debt when their expected cost of power was only $5 billion. By

allowing a deregulated system that made shortages wildly profitable, the California

blueprint relied upon an institution with perverse incentives, incentives in direct

opposition with the interests of society for low-cost power. The power exchange operates

to turn routine power shortages into enormous windfall profits for suppliers. This

windfall in turn created a powerful incentive for the suppliers to create shortages.

Another dimension of the perverse incentives created by the power exchange can

be found in the number of customers considering on-site diesel generation. This

generation is more expensive and far more polluting than traditional, large central station

plants. Unfortunately, the cost and reliability performance of grid connected utilities

either has deteriorated (in California) or is expected to deteriorate (in other states ranging

from New York to Oregon) that many customers are moving to install these plants before

the summer. There are many who argue that California is an isolated case of deregulation

gone bad. One measure of the extent that business thinks California is not isolated can be

found on the spread of this rush to install diesel generation in all parts of the country.

PG&E and SoCal Edison, unable by virtue of the details of the legislation to raise

the bills to consumers, have been driven to the point of bankruptcy. San Diego Gas and

Electric, allowed by legislation to pass on costs to consumers and businesses, has driven

many of them into bankruptcy. Every overcharge to California consumers and utilities

represents windfall profits to suppliers. In this zero sum game, one parties’ $12 billion
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debt represents another parties’ $12 billion windfall. As staggering as the debt figures

~ are it is also important to remember that they are the result of only a part of one year’s

operations. There is every indication that absent a fix California will reproduce the same

results next summer and next year. Early press reports are that the bill for electricity in

the summer of 2001 could be as high as $40 billion.

Electricity, a critical resource in modem economies, has by virtue of Al3  1890

become unaffordable in California, or to be precise it is unaffordable in those areas of the

state served by utilities that were deregulated. Los Angeles, Sacramento and many other

cities are served by municipal utilities that did not deregulate and are actually prospering.

THE CALIFORNIA DEBATE: A FAILURE “TO DEREGULATE” OR A FAILURE
“OF DEREGULATION”

As might be expected, the debate over the cause and real fix  for California’s

problems is intense and very divided. Much of the mainstream attempts to explain the

problems in California have attributed the crisis to a demand supply imbalance caused by

a shortage of generation. Many of these apologies have even attempted to lay the blame

for the shortage of generation off on environmentalists who according to this rationale

blocked the addition of new plants in the state for the past decade.

One of the best popular apologies for deregulation came from Daniel Yergin of

Ca’mbridge  Energy Associates who argued that: “The common diagnosis of California’s

electric power debacle is wrong. California is not suffering from deregulation-

California designed a market that has disconnected customers from prices and, at the

same time, made it neither profitable nor possible to build a new power plant. The result

is a serious power shortage.“6

This argument deserves close attention if for no other reason than the attention it

has gotten in the popular press makes it credible, but it suffers from a fatal weakness.

The early months of 2001 which saw week after week of Stage Three alerts also saw the

state load only reach 60% or approximately 30,000 MW of the expected annual peak load

of 50,000 MW. In other words, even if plants had been taken off line over the decade of

the 90’s, the decade when the environmentalists supposedly did their worst, the
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generation resources were physically available to supply the 30,OOOMW  or 60% of the

expected peak load.’ As tempting as the image of the irresponsible California

environmentalist is, serious attempts to get at the cause of the California crisis have to

look deeper than this convenient target. For the winter of 2001,  the financial crisis

created the expectation that power deliveries would not be paid for which caused

suppliers to withhold supplies, which caused the shortage of generation capacity.

Based on his understanding of the nature of the crisis, Yergin goes on to suggest

several elements of a fix for California. The first  is to let consumers see and react to the

“real prices” that have driven the entire state to the edge of catastrophe. Yergin also

recommends the state resist the temptation to place price caps on wholesale power rates

because in his view any cap “would slow rather than encourage new investment.” In one

sense, this argument is obviously correct. If new generation really costs 5 cents per kWh

and the rates only allow 4 cents recovery, no capacity will get built. If rates are set at 6

cents, a lot of new generation will come on line. In California, however, the uncapped

rates are not 6 cents they are closer to 50 cents, and are occasionally higher. Rates that

are untenably high, that cannot be sustained, add so much uncertainty that they can

actually work to reduce the likelihood that new capacity will get built.

The power exchange provides enormous incentives to both be manipulated and

leverage shortages into enormous windfalls. The financial crisis produced the shortage of

supply when suppliers began backing out of the California market because they feared

they wouldn’t get paid. Given this history, it is frankly hard to see how Yergin and other

apologists for deregulation can argue that uncapped wholesale prices, with the attendant

financial crises, will lead new suppliers to enter and build new capacity. Extremely high

prices that drive a state to bankruptcy will create the same uncertainty about repayment

whether the supplies come from new or old plants. This uncertainly is deadly for both

securing current supplies and for financing new construction. The uncertainty of the

financial crisis will freeze supplies.

6 Makovich, L. and D. Yergin. “California in the Dark”, Wash. Post, 04/16/01,  page A21
’ The California annual peak load is expected to be between 50,000 and 60,000 MW. At a winter peak
load of only 60% of annual peak, the state would have had a reserve of 66%, that is it would have had
20,000 MW of capacity available above the 30,000 MW load experienced. Maintenance is normally
scheduled for the off peak period but utilities never shut down 40% of available capacity at a time.
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Putting aside the popular apologies for California, at the most basic level,

California represented an experiment that replaced regulation with deregulation, that

exposed captive customers with no alternatives to deregulated suppliers, and that

exchanged legislated goals of low cost, safe, reliable power with a willingness to accept

market results as preferable. The real debate about the cause of the California crisis is

over whether that experiment in deregulation has failed or has not really been given a

chance.

At this basic level the debate is about whether California is a failure “to

deregulate” or is a failure “of deregulation.” This debate can be characterized as being

between two schools, one that advocates pressing on with markets and deregulation and

another that favors the use of competition to reform regulation. The pro-market school

argues California’s problems stem from a failure to deregulate. California according to

this school went only “half way” to deregulation and never gave the market a chance to

operate.

The alternative argues that California demonstrates a failure of deregulation.

Opening markets to competition can and indeed must be done in a way that both protects

captive customers and promotes competition. Deregulation without competition is

extremely harmful to consumers and very likely to stop the development of competition.

The belief in markets over regulation led California to expose millions of captive

customers, customers with no real choice, to deregulated power suppliers. This

imbalance of competition and deregulation tipped the scales in favor of suppliers and led

to the windfall profits for these suppliers.

Despite the enormous disagreement over the reasons behind the crisis, there is at

least some convergence on one element of the fix. The state of California of course had

to act fast to stop the financial hemorrhaging. To keep the lights on the state had to find a

way to pump money into the utilities for power purchases. Beyond that the state has

worked diligently to obtain long-run contracts to meet expected load at some reasonable,

secure price. This element of a return to long term contracts is also an element of the fix

recognized by the two opposing schools as well.

According to one group of very strong market advocates: “The long-run solution

requires creating an environment in which the market can work more effectively. Four
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key elements must be an integral part of that solution: freedom to engage in long-term

contracts, retail price flexibility, competition at both the wholesale and retail levels, and

more effective cooperation between federal and state regulators to fix a variety of market

imperfections and resulting market performance problems.“’ The third and fourth

conditions are not really practical steps so much as they are the description of a

successful deregulation. They are ends not means. Proponents of deregulation argue that

a competitive market is better than any form of active regulation or oversight. The

trouble with this as a practical policy recommendation is, that a competitive market is an

ideal state not an easily implemented policy recommendation that can be tested to see if it

works. As an ideal the competitive market can’t be beat and since it is difficult to prove a

negative - i.e. that a “truly competitive market” can’t eventually be created - the policy

recommendation is immune from the hard test of reality.

The second condition means that prices to final consumers would rise and fall as

the price of power rose and fell. It is hard to know what this step will fix but as the

experience of San Diego demonstrates, you cannot solve a financial crisis for two utilities

by shifting the crisis to millions of consumers.

The first condition of the Manifesto group is actually very similar to what the

state is struggling to do, obtain long term contracts. It is with the first condition that the

practical steps converge. The alternative to California style deregulation is a controlled

introduction of competition. Under regulation, utilities are required to have most of their

power needs under long-term contract. Rather than transfer or sell off these long-term

commitments and then struggle to replace them with new long-term contracts, the

alternative argues for phasing out regulatory commitments as competitive alternatives

emerge. In this way control over the cost of supplying power to consumers with no

competitive alternatives can be easily controlled and consumers can be guarantee they

will not face higher power costs than they would have under full regulation.

The need to sort out the cause and to find a remedy for the problems goes beyond

California. Twenty-four states have followed California’s lead and adopted some form of

deregulation legislation. Every one of these states still largely operate under rate freezes

similar to the California freeze which are expected to take the state through a transition

’ Manifesto on the California Electricity Crisis, AEI-Brookings Joint Center for Regulatory Studies, pg.4
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period. Tremors of power cost run-ups and severe reliability problems have been felt in

several of these states over the past three years. The summer of 2001 looms as a test for

all states that deregulated in the manner of California. Conditions exist to recreate some

or all of the problems experienced in California in New England, New York, the upper

mid-west, and Florida.

THE ALTERNATIVE TO THE CALIFORNIA BLUEPRINT: COMPETITION AND

REGULATORY REFORM

The new markets in California have created such disaster there that for many parts

of the country the real concern is not with what is happening in California but about

whether the disaster in California could happen in their state and whether there is any fix

to the problems that have plagued California. Can it happen elsewhere? Yes. In several

states a muted but nonetheless serious “it” already has. In those states where a crisis has

not hit, there is a simple method to assess the exposure of ratepayers in the state to the

types of increases seen in California. Is there a fix? Yes, again. California started with a

program to offer customer choice and along the way allowed that to be transformed into a

full-scale program of deregulation. If California shows us anything, it is that blind

optimism about the efficacy of markets that leads to complete deregulation of generation

is misplaced and tremendously expensive.

One lesson that emerges from all state experience with deregulation to date is that

it is wildly unrealistic to expect all consumers to have access to attractive competitive

alternative suppliers of electricity. As a result, it is of great importance to maintain

regulatory control over the generation that will serve these customers not able or

interested in finding alternative suppliers. The cost of providing generation services to

these customers must be no greater than it would have been under “normal” regulation.

Indeed, this benchmark cost and environmental profile of generation should be the hurdle

that all competitive offerings are required to better. Competition should provide superior

choices to what regulation alone can provide or it should not be used. The alternative to

the California blueprint is to open electric markets to choice and competition but retain
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regulatory oversight in order to control and protect competition and hold harmless

customers who either cannot find or are not interested in finding competitive alternatives.

Prudent policy requires that markets be opened to competition only when and if

competitive alternatives become available. Competitive offerings can be better in terms

of costs, i.e. lower, or they can be better in terms of environmental profile, but the

structure must be set up in such a way that the openings to competition are conditioned

on the offerings being superior to regulatory offerings alone. Fortunately, there are

models for allowing choice without deregulation, recognize that while choice can be

desirable regulation is necessary.

The California disaster should not become the bar for measuring the success of

other state’s deregulation efforts. The “lesson” taken from California should not be that

any plan that does not result in the bankruptcy of the system is better than California and

therefore a success. The move to open electric markets promised lower costs and

improved environmental performance in an industry that provides an absolutely

necessary service to every person, every day and is responsible for a very large part of the

environmental footprint left by our society. The goals of lower cost and improved

environmental performance are attainable. The lesson to be taken from California is not

to believe in, but direct competition in order to improve the delivery of low cost, safe,

reliable electricity in a superior environmental manner.

Several practical steps can be taken as precautions, as fixes, and as principles to

actively pursue to assure that competition and regulation operate together to provide low

cost, safe, reliable power produced in an environmentally responsible manner.

First, assess the exposure of a state to a “California like” power cost explosion.

This requires finding the adequacy of long term contracts for electricity to meet the

expected load. The experience to date suggests that a shortfall of as little as 20% for a

single month can produce a severe price spike. If the deregulated markets continue this

critical measure of exposure could be even less than 20%. Second, either maintain

regulatory control over all generation required to serve captive customers or reregulate

those supplies if the state has already deregulated. Third, open the markets to

competition but require that competitive suppliers demonstrate economic and

environmental advantages for the immediate customers and require a demonstration that
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allowing some customers to leave the regulated system will not harm remaining

customers. Finally, states should actively promote competitive alternatives. It is not

necessary to rely completely on private sector alternative suppliers if the goal is lower

cost or environmentally superior electricity. There are several ways by which other types

of competitors can be created and promoted. The state can allow an “open season” for

the creation of municipal power alternatives to private utility service. Several states have

channeled a small portion of the total electric bill charged to ratepayers to underwrite an

alternative provider. For example, the state of Vermont created an “efficiency utility”

that offers state of the art efficiency investments to all consumers in the state. The state

of Illinois has indirectly funded a non-profit that subsidizes the development of

renewable energy projects in the state. Public power, efficiency, and renewable

technologies are all alternatives to traditional electric service that can compete with

traditional supplies in a way that ultimately allows consumer choice to decide how much

of each type they want.

III. THE DEBATE: CAN CALIFORNIA HAPPEN IN OTHER STATES

Electricity is of fundamental importance to every household in the US. To give a

flavor of what might happen if a California-like “it” engulfed the entire country for a

year, consider that in a normal year, in this case 1997 the most recent year for which

DOE statistics are available, all US households consumed 1.037 billion kWh  which cost

them $88.3 billion dollars or $871 dollars per household per year on average. If a

California-like price spike of $250m  per MWH or just $25  per kWh  increased the price

of generation for one year it would increase the national electric bill for households by

$259 billion dollars. (This price has been suggested as a price cap and been rejected thus

far in the California debate with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.) In other

words, the increase alone would be almost three times the total bill at present. Each

household would face an increase in their bill of $2,554. 9 This analysis does not even

’ The United Kingdom has operated under a power exchange since 199 1. Reviews of the operation of the
exchange underline the need for concern. According to an article in The Economist” “The National Grid . . .
forecasts demand a day ahead on a half-hourly basis. It lists the bids from generators for providing
electricity to the pool, and then agrees to pay for the capacity it needs, accepting the cheapest bids first and
then proceeding down the list to the most expensive it must accept to meet demand. But the oddity of
electricity pricing is that the bid price of the most expensive generating plant accepted each day sets the
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measure the impact of the problem on business activity, which will also be substantial.

We have already seen layoffs at utilities. Higher electricity costs will also make US

business less competitive against international competitors. Higher electric bills for

consumers will also reduce spending on other goods and services, which could push the

economy towards a slow down.”

The California problems are not the only manifestation of increasingly severe

disruptions in the electric markets of the United States. Twice in the summer of 1999 and

for the third time in the last three years, major areas of the United States experienced

problems with the delivery of reliable, low cost electricity to consumers. Power grids in

the northeast and midwest  curtailed power deliveries. During these crises, the cost of

generating a kWh  of power, according to Bloomberg News Services, climbed fi-om  a

typical price of $03  per kWh to between $1.00 and $3.00 per kWh.  According to

Bloomberg: “While supply disruptions and calls for conservation aren’t new, they have

become more frequent and prices have been more volatile since wholesale electricity

markets were opened to competition three years ago. Utilities now are forced to bid

against each other for sometimes scarce supplies. Before markets were deregulated,

utilities would cooperate to keep supply adequate and prices stable.” The fundamental

operating principles of a power exchange are radically different from the power pools it

replaces and it is the mechanics of its operations that allows the phenomenal price run

ups that crippled California and have threatened other states.

An example close to the magnitude of the California melt down, yet unnoticed

probably because of its small size and shorter duration, occurred in Illinois in 1999.

Central Illinois Lighting Co. (CILCO), a relatively small utility in Illinois, ran short of

price for all the capacity, which the grid accepts. This system of determining the price can be easily
manipulated.” (Mysteries of the Pool, The Economist, April 13, 1996, page 48).
lo The issue of whether electric rates have gone up or down in the various states that have experience with
deregulated markets has generated controversy. In most states, the inception of deregulation has been
accompanied by a reclassification of the costs per kWh paid by consumers. In particular, the old charge for
“generation” has been separated into “generation” and “stranded” costs. The reset or new “generation”
charge is theoretically set to approximate the anticipated cost of generation for the “next” plant built on the
system. For most of the following analysis, the cost increases presented, which are taken for Department of
Energy Information Administration reports, measure the increase in the cost of the new “generation”
portion of the bill. Several advocates argue that the experience of rates under deregulation should be
compared with the old “generation” costs, which included stranded costs. This paper rejects that argument.
Stranded costs were not “caused” by regulation. The promise or peril for consumers under deregulation has
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electric generating capacity during the extremely hot months of July and August in 1999

and found itself at the mercy of the power exchange created by FERC for the Midwestern

section of the country. It is critical to point out that at this time CILCO had a substantial

amount of the generation it needed to serve load either under long-term contract or owned

by the company. CILCO looked to the power exchange to supply it with incremental

load to meet the extremely hot weather experienced in Illinois in the summer of 1999.

Under the “old” cost based system, this type of shortage occurred frequently and was

handled with a minimum financial impact on the utilities that ran short because the

emergency power supplied by the pool was at cost not at the highest bid price.. N o

supplier made wind fall profits from it. Under the power exchange, a shortfall in the

exchange is a cue to suppliers to raise prices lo,20 even a hundred times above costs.

Any utility unlucky enough to have to purchase from the exchange at that time must pay

the very high price.

CILCO’s  power cost for that month jumped by 600%. CILCO still had an

automatic adjustment clause in effect and as a result rates to customers were not frozen  or

fixed by regulation. The proper method of passing on the costs became the subject of an

intense regulatory review in the state but the power costs were charged to consumers.

CILCO is about 1/60th  the size of the California market and in the one month of

July1999,  power costs exceeded the normal costs by $37 million. If CILCO were the size

of California bills would have increased $2.2 billion for just those two months. Even

more interesting, the CILCO bill for the month of July was $37 million and the expected

costs were estimated to be $9 million. The costs from the power exchange for the

shortage amounted to nearly three times the previously estimated “normal” costs for the

month. This multiple of actual to expected costs is even greater than that experienced in

California. The period of crisis was shorter than California’s but the devastation caused

by a situation that often occurs was equally as dramatic as that experienced by California.

Since it is inevitable that other utilities will find themselves short of capacity because of

unusually weather extremes or unexpected outages or both, it is inevitable that financial

to be measured against a fair yardstick, which is best represented by the anticipated cost on the “next”
plant. If the generation rates under deregulation are increasing, that represents a failure of deregulation.
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nightmare like those in California and the very similar crisis in Illinois will occur again

and again.

In New England several states have already had to request that the “frozen”

transition period rates adopted at the beginning of the transition period in those states be

increased. In New Hampshire, Granite State Electric has raised the cost generation by

47%,  from 3.8 cents per kWh to 5.6 cents. In Massachusetts, the state regulatory agency

approved increase in the standard offer rate for Boston Edison by 29% to 5.821

cents/kWh  from 4.5 cents/kWh.  Cambridge Electric Light Company and Commonwealth

Electric Company will raise rates by 25% to 5.121 cents/kWh  from 3.8 cents.

Massachusetts Electric Company will raise rates by 38% to 5.26 cents/kWh  from 3.8

cents. Fitchburg Gas and Electric will raise rates by 25% to 5.121 cents/kWh  from 3.8

cents. Finally, Western Mass Electric Company will raise rates by 62% to 7.383

cents/kWh.  Utilities in Rhode Island and Pennsylvania are pursuing large rate increases

as well.

Can a California like melt down of the electric markets occur elsewhere? O n e

answer to that is an emphatic “Yes” because in many ways it already has. Deregulation

blueprints without exception, deal with two distinct time periods: the transition period

and the permanent deregulated market. The transition period can be anywhere from two

to five years and generally contains several provisions that are not intended to ‘be

permanent features of the deregulated market. There is little experience with fully

deregulated markets although the experience of San Diego comes reasonably close.

For both time periods, a critical aspect of state deregulation blueprints is that part

of the plan that specifies how customers who cannot find alternative, competitive

suppliers will receive electric service. For the transition period, most states provides

service for those customers on a standard offer basis which is generally a tariffed rate set

at or below the old regulated rate. In addition, most states have required the existing

utilities to divest all generation resources owned or under contract to them. These

utilities will have to provide generation to all customers who cannot find competitive

providers. If the utilities cannot find contracts for power at reasonable costs, they will

have to rely upon short-term purchases from the power exchange. In California, Illinois,

the New England states, and Pennsylvania power exchanges have taken shortages and
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even an anticipated shortage of resources or spike in power demand and cause increases

in power costs.

Two important consequences flow from making power exchanges the source of

windfall profits. First, if you make shortages and unreliability profitable you should

expect to see more shortages and unreliability. Second, if you make the power exchange

the source of extreme windfall profits you should not expect to see the owners of

generation willing to enter into long term contracts to provide generation service at

anything like a reasonable price.

As will be explained more fully the state plans and the actual deregulation have

been carried out in a variety of ways with many utilities selling generation capacity but

taking back the power produced by those very same plants on a contract basis to get

through the transition period, usually about four years. In all cases there are real

concerns about how the utility that provides generation service will obtain the generation

necessary to meet the load. Many utilities in states that have passed deregulation

legislation similar to California’s have already requested and been allowed increases in

these standard offer rates of 50% or more for generation services despite promises that

under deregulation electric rates could only fall.

Iv. THE DEBATE: POWER SHORTAGES AND FINANCIAL CRISES

As part of Al3  1860, California utilities sold off nearly 19,000 MW of generation

for a total price of $3.384 billion. California essentially sold generation at a cost of

between $.03  and $.05  per kWh and then, when the promised competition did not

materialize, bought back the same generation at an unregulated price in the short term

wholesale market, a Power Exchange, that allowed suppliers to charge lo,20  even a

hundred times as much for the same generation.

Ask almost any economist why prices go up and they will very likely talk about

demand and supply. Why did California experience such shocking price spikes? It must

be a shocking demand and supply imbalance. The culprits for this imbalance and price

spike are many and familiar: environmentalists who stopped plant construction,

environmental restrictions such as the Clean Air Act that “limited” plant use, personal
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computer users who accelerated the growth in demand for electricity, high natural gas

prices, and the failure to have a national energy policy which would have encouraged the

development of energy supply.

While it is true that California did not build many plants for ten years in-state, it is

incorrect to blame this lack of building on environmentalists and it is even more incorrect

to blame the price spike on a lack of construction. Lack of construction for much of this

time can be explained in two ways. For much of the decade the state and the region had a

surplus of generation. In addition, generation was often cheaper to build and operate in

other western states than in California. Plants in the western region tend to be built near

fuel sources such as coal mines and natural gas pipelines and transmitted long distances

to final markets. To the extent plants weren’t built in California it was because it was

cheaper to build them elsewhere and ship the power into the state.

Environmentalists did not stop power plant construction in California for the past

decade. Over the past decade, popular claims notwithstanding, California has added new

generation. According to the California Energy Commission, the regulatory body

charged with reviewing and approving applications: “In the 1990s before the state’s

electricity generation industry was restructured, the California Energy Commission

certified 12 power plants. Of these, three were never built. Nine plants are now in

operation producing 952 megawatts of generation; one of them has a Phase 2 project that

is nearing completion and will add an additional 44 megawatts by May 2001.

Restructuring occurred in March 1998. Since April 1999, the Energy Commission has

approved nine major power plant projects with a combined generation capacity of 6,278

megawatts. Six power plants, with a generation capacity of 4,308 megawatts are now

under construction, with 2,368 megawatts expected to be on-line by the end of the year

2001. In addition, another 15 electricity generating projects, totaling 7,126 megawatts of

generation and an estimated capital investment of more than $4.8 billion, are currently

being considered for licensing by the Commission.” (CEC Report) The WSCC region

currently has plants totaling 11,611 MW under construction, 8,860 MW with regulatory

approvals granted, 19,590 MW with application under review, and 7,4  17 MW just

starting the application process. The portrait of California and the west as being ground
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to a halt by overly zealous environmentalists simply cannot be matched with the record of

construction activity.

Los Angeles faces the most stringent environmental restrictions of any city in

California. As such, if there were to be any place where the environmentalists would be

expected to do their worst it would have to be in that city. Yet, Los Angeles is not only

meeting its power needs, it is actually selling excess generation to other parts of the state.

Los Angeles is served by a municipal utility that did not participate in the deregulation

ordered on the private utilities. In addition, for much of it’s generation requirements Los

Angeles relies on imports from other states in the Western Systems Coordinating Council

( W S C C ) . The WSCC has over 100,000 miles of transmission lines that interconnect

California with Northwest hydro facilities and large coal and natural gas plant in the

south. California and other states in the WSCC build new generation where it is most

economic which often means locating plants near a confluence of fuel resources and

transmission interconnections. California imports roughly 10% of their total power

requirements, or about 4,400 MW of capacity. Transmission bottlenecks and breakdowns

have limited the role imports can play, they have not stopped California form importing

much of its power requirements and to continue to plan to meet future requirements with

economically sited plants.

Even with the construction activity outlined above, it is still important to look at

the overall balance of generation supply against demand for electricity to complete the

review. In 1996, at the time AB1890 was signed into law, total generating capacity in the

region totaled 144,237 MW against a peak demand of 113, 764 MW with the state of

California making up 50,603 MW of that total regional demand. (Modeling Competitive

Energy Market in California: Analysis of Restructuring, Calif.  Energy Commission, pg.

2-l 1.) A recent analysis of the balance of generation supply and demand conducted by

the California Energy Commission found that for the summer 2001 period generation

resources available totaled 52,579 MW while forecasted peak demand came to 47,266

MW. This comfortable excess of 5,300 MW does not complete the analysis. All

electrical supply areas have to maintain a reserve margin to protect reliability. In the

WSCC region that margin is usually between 5 and 7% and must be added to the
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expected peak demand which raises those figures to 49,476 Mw and 50,303 MW

respectively. That still provides some margin but it does not end the review.

Electrical demand in California is quite sensitive to weather conditions. The

hotter the summer, the greater demand for air conditioning and the greater the need for

electrical generation, Indeed, another analysis of the state’s electrical demand which

looked specifically at the relationship to weather found that a five  degree increase in

average summer temperatures would cause a 5,000 MW increase in electrical demand in

the state. If California experiences a “once in ten year” hotter than average summer in

2001, the expected demand will increase to 53,104 MW (with a 7% reserve margin.) In

that case, the state would be short of capacity. California’s situation is further

complicated by its high reliance on hydroelectric generation resources. There is more

than 6,000 MW of hydroelectric capacity in state. In addition, hydro facilities make up a

third of the capacity in the western region. The availability of hydroelectric facilities to

supply energy on a year round basis depends upon rainfall. Below average rainfall will

mean that hydroelectric generation will have to be curtailed. These combined factors that

allow both the supply of electrical generation and the demand for electricity to vary

according to weather conditions means that California is unusually vulnerable to extreme

weather conditions.

A careful review of the experience of California from the summer of 1998, which

saw the first crisis conditions reveals that unusually hot weather played a prominent role

in the spiking demand for electricity. In addition to the weather, at least some of the

responsibility for the shortages must go to the worsening financial condition of California

utilities. The following story for Bloomberg Financial News summarized the dynamic

relationship between the financial problems of PG&E and SoCal Edison and the power

suppliers: “PG&E defaulted on $76 million in commercial paper yesterday and Edison

suspended $596 million in payments to bondholders and suppliers this week. The power

generators responded by cutting the amount of electricity they would supply to the state,

leaving it short 14,000 megawatts, 45% of the power the state would need today,

(Governor) Davis said.” (Bloomberg, l/l  S/01)  Even a cursory review of press accounts

for this period will show a constant bargaining between power suppliers and the state,
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with suppliers threatening and actually holding back supplies in order to get guarantees of

payment for power supplied to the state.

Did the shortage cause the financial crisis or did the financial crisis cause the

shortage? The demand and supply of electricity in a state as complex as California is

itself complex. While the popular explanation that would lay much if not all of the blame

at the feet of environmentalists and California’s unwillingness to build new power plants,

the facts do not bear this out. The state did approve new plants for construction but did

not allow for adequate reserves to meet unusually severe weather conditions. In the face

of the weather driven shortages, the power exchange greatly magnified the total bill for

the electricity supplied. This magnified impact on the cost of meeting the initial weather

driven shortages, caused the financial condition of utilities to deteriorate. This in turn led

to generators withholding supplies, which produced the full-blown crisis.

V. PERVERSE INCENTIVES: THE POWER EXCHANGE AND THE FINACIAL
AND RELIABILITY CRISIS

Despite a superficial resemblance to power pools, power exchanges are radically

different in important, basic ways. Both power pools and power exchanges dispatch or

run just enough generation to meet the load at that moment. Power pools combine the

generation of a number of utilities in order to minimize the total operating costs of

generation while simultaneously assuring each utility had adequate capacity to meet its

own needs. In a power pool, plants dispatch on the basis of their variable generation cost,

the cheapest dispatching first with dispatching proceeding until the load on the system is

met. In a power pool, plants charge and consumers pay only the variable cost of

generation. Each utility will have capacity to meet its peak load but the actual plants used

to supply electricity will be determined based on using only the least expensive to

operate. By dispatching or using only the cheapest plants, pools generate a savings that

can be shared by members of the pool.

In a power exchange all suppliers offer an amount of generation at a bid price.

The bid price does not have to equal or even reflect the cost of production. For every

hour the operator of the exchange selects the plants needed to supply the load for that

hour. The plants are selected in ascending order of cost but the highest bid resource for
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any hour will set the price for all power supplied in that hour. This is a radical departure

from the operating principle of a power pool where plants are used to meet load but at the

cost of production. This single change, from power pool to power exchange, changes the

incentives faced by suppliers and the potential for making windfall profits from the

provision of generation.

In a power pool, generators recover their costs of generation with a savings share

to both buyers and sellers based on the system wide savings achieved by dispatching

plants on a pool wide basis. In a power exchange, plants can earn substantial windfall

profits if they are low cost generators, selected to provide power in an hour or period of

high demand when a high cost bid plant is the marginal unit needed to meet load. Under

a power exchange, utilities have a powerful economic incentive to create or allow

shortages of the type we are increasingly experiencing.

The California deregulation bill, AI3  1890, required the three private utilities to

sell off generation capacity and purchase all requirements form the deregulated power

exchange for customers not able to find alternative suppliers. If competitive suppliers

had emerged to supply all the needs of California consumers, then there would have been

no need to go into the power exchange. The fewer competitive suppliers, the greater the

need for the utilities to purchase generation to meet the demands of customers. The

utilities were not allowed to enter into long run contracts to supply this power but were

required to go to the power exchange for all electricity not supplied by competitors..

Regulators were not allowed to review the supply arrangements entered into in order to

assess the reasonableness of the price of the power. The power exchange operates on a

day-to-day basis, with utilities purchasing tomorrow’s requirements today. In this sense,

AB1890  required utilities to maintain a commitment to meet long-term demands for

electricity but did not allow them to enter into long-term fixed price contracts to meet that

demand. Of course, the last and most unique aspect of the power exchange is that it did

away with the power pool practice of supplying power at the cost of production and

instead allowed the power exchange to become a major profit center for the generators.

In a 1996 study for the California Energy Commission, the total cost of generation

for the three deregulated utilities was estimated to be $5.1 billion for the year 2000-2001.

The debt incurred to-date for only two of those three is $12 billion greater than the total
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cost of generation. Natural gas prices have increased substantially from what the 1996

study expected and tight capacity during extremely hot periods put pressure on utility

costs and drove the suppliers to use the very highest cost units, but both of these factors

taken together could explain only a small part of the increase. The fundamental

explanation for how the two utilities came to be $12 billion in debt is through the power

exchange and its phenomenal ability to generate windfall profits for suppliers and crisis

levels of debt for consumers.

Any shortage conditions, whether from unusual weather, plant maintenance,

unexpected plant outages or bid manipulation, allows the highest bid price to jump

substantially. Interconnected areas like the WSCC are extensively modeled. Each

supplier will know the plants available in the region to meet load and will be able to

measure the effect of something as simple as scheduled plant maintenance on the likely

price on the power exchange. Under regulation, maintenance was scheduled at the time

likely to have the least effect on the cost of generating electricity to meet peak load. In

the deregulated environment there is nothing prohibiting suppliers from scheduling

maintenance in order to have the greatest impact on the cost of meeting peak load since

this will increase profits to suppliers. It is also the case that in the California market, the

bulk of supplies came from five companies each of which own a large number of

generators that can be bid separately. Although there is no evidence of this at the

moment, each supplier could offer the bulk of their generation at prices slightly above

costs in order to assure they would be used and also offer a number of smaller generators

at much greater prices with the hope of getting one of then high priced units selected.

The highest price sets the price for all generators.

At the peak times in California, the demand can rise to 50,000,OOO  kWh  per hour

with peak conditions lasting for five hours per day. Under tight supply conditions such as

existed in California, the high bid can be in the range of $1 .OO - $2.00 per kWh  while the

average cost of production is as low as $.05  to $.06  per kWh.  When these conditions

prevail it means a windfall payment to power generators twenty to forty times the cost of

production. For one single hour, suppliers to the California market would receive

windfall profits of more than $47 million if the high bid price was $1 .OO and the average

cost was $05  per kWh. If you multiply that magnitude of payment by 5 hours per day
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and multiply that by a series of 70 to 80 days over the course of the past year, the

windfall is $18.8 billion. Of course, not all of the state load is served through the power

exchange. The two utilities PG&E and SoCal Edison make up abut 70% of the state

demand for electricity which place their share of the windfall at about $12 billion. Do the

numbers in this example represent the actual conditions in California? It is too early to

get those actual figures and the real numbers will be clouded by the on-going argument

over the party ultimately responsible for the bill. However, while the numbers in the

example may not be the final explanation, the example does lay out the cause of the

staggering debt and it was the magnitude of the debt which pushed the state into the

critical power shortage problems that have haunted it for the first two months of 2001. It

is also the potential of the power exchange to magnify the cost of any shortfall that will

haunt other states that have deregulated power markets thus far.

VI. PRESENT STRUCTURE OF AB1890 AND GENERIC DEREGULATION
BLUEPRINTS DEVELOPED TO DATE

California deregulated their electric market by passing legislation, AI3  1890

which was the result of considerable negotiation among the interested parties.. Since

1996, 19 states have passed similar legislation striking similar bargains among affected

groups. In state after state, the push for deregulation came from the same interest groups

and attempted to respond to a very similar perceived set of problems. Regulatory policy,

like so many other aspects of life, can often be understood by following the dollars. In

the case of the shift from existing regulation to the California style deregulation passed so

far it is safe to say that the major interests that had to be satisfied with any deal were the

large utility customers, the existing utilities, and the new suppliers who were very often

affiliates of the “old” utilities. Other less powerful interest groups were usually offered

some form of pay-off in the four to five year transition period. In order to work,

however, deregulation had to at its core satisfy the three central groups who had the

power to stop any bill they did not like. Large customers had to have choice of

alternative suppliers and quickly because they believed they could lower their bills. The

“old” utilities had to be assured they would have all existing costs recovered in a

guaranteed fashion. New suppliers looked for open access to markets and for profitable
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opportunities. The suppliers recognized that competitive offerings in the deregulated

service territories could be profitable but the suppliers also recognized that the power

exchange created a new profit center for generation that had not been available under

regulation.

In hindsight it is hard to understand how the large California utilities, PG&E and

SoCal  Edison could allow the power exchange to place them in such peril. One possible

explanation is that they recognized that California would become the template for other

state deregulation efforts. The power exchange that has crippled PG&E in California has

also profited PG&E in New England. Residential and small business customers were

offered rate reductions and rate freezes that often turned out to be neither

In the early 1990’s many states, California among them, considered themselves to

be “high cost” providers of electricity generation. Their regulated cost of generation

could be between $.06  to $08  per kWh  compared to low costs of $.02  to $.03  per kWh.

Very large users of electricity, most often large industrial customers who use hundred of

millions of kWh  per year, saw this price differential and demanded the right to shop for

low cost supplies. This situation was compounded by a national surplus of generating

capacity for the first half of the 90’s.

There is a natural variation in cost that has to do with access or lack thereof to

natural resources. For example, the Pacific Northwest is “naturally” a low cost region

because it has ample hydroelectric resources that have been developed for some time. So

long as those dams generate electricity, the Northwest will have relatively low cost

electricity. New England enjoys few natural resource advantages and as a result any type

of generation it relies upon will be relatively expensive compared to the Northwest. In

the 1990’s,  however, the high cost states were looking at other reasons for their cost

disadvantage. Many states experienced problems with nuclear and other new generation

projects brought on line in the 80’s in response to the skyrocketing fossil fuel prices of

the energy crisis of the 70’s and early 80’s. Many of these projects came on-line at a cost

substantially above the cost of both existing and new generation that could be added in

the 90’s. In the 80’s many new generating plants were approved with the understanding

that the cost of fossil fuels would continue to increase. As the decade of the 80’s

unfolded, fossil prices declined dramatically rather than increase. When these new plants
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came on-line, they were above the actual cost of generation and above the cost of the

“next plant”, that is the plant that would be built if construction were to begin at that

time.

In the early 1990’s the substantial surplus generation capacity was also offered for

sale in short-term contracts at fractions of the cost of building new plants. These short-

term bargain rates were tantalizingly within reach for any large user except for the

regulatory restriction against using any provider other than the franchised provider. For

large users, choice represented a seemingly guaranteed opportunity to save millions of

dollars in power costs. These users drove the political pressure for deregulation.

Finally, the late 80’s and early 90’s saw a dramatic increase in reliance upon a

new electric generation technology, high efficiency gas turbines that generated electricity

directly and captured the waste heat to run a second steam cycle that nearly doubled plant

operating efficiency and consequently lowered generation costs dramatically. Natural

gas prices also declined in some years to prices below $2.00 per MCF, which made this

new generation look even better. Some analysts in making a sales pitch for deregulation

argued that these new plants would provide electricity for under $.02  per kWh  and would

if allowed replace existing generation and reduce the national bill for electricity by

billions of dollars. A study done by the MIT Energy Lab predicted that deregulation

would save $40 billion. (The study was paid for by ENRON.)  In contrast to the

expectations, natural gas prices this past winter peaked at over $10 per MCF and have

been blamed  by some for California’s problems. The higher gas prices make it uncertain

as to whether new generation will be lower in cost than old or existing generation. If the

price of new generation is above the cost of existing generation would mean that any

effort to deregulate would drive the national electric bill up and should raise serious

questions about national legislation to deregulate electric markets.

Before discussing the details of the deregulation blueprint that resulted from

California’s early legislative action, it is useful to broadly compare existing regulation

with the proposed deregulation. Under regulation all customers get electricity from  the

franchised utility that serves their territory unless they generate it themselves. The cost

for that electricity is set in rates or tariffs that are approved by a regulatory commission.
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The regulators are charged by law to set rates that recover costs and that provide service

is least cost, safe reliable and delivered in an environmentally safe manner.

One way to think of this arrangement is that the legislature passes into law, the

broad interests of society for least cost, safe, and reliable service. The utilities are the

agents that society uses to get what it wants. Regulators oversee the details of whether

and how the utilities provide society what it wants. Regulation is an exercise of oversight

but more importantly it should be seen as the way society provides incentives, both

positive and negative, to its agents the utilities to deliver what society wants.

The deregulation legislation changed that. Customers were theoretically allowed

to choose alternative suppliers but the price for the service could be set by those suppliers

at any rate they wanted subject only to the discipline of the market. But this choice was

only the tip of changes set in place by the legislation. Every aspect of regulation was

changed as a result of the deregulation legislation passed in California and other states.

While the specific details of electric market deregulation would vary slightly from state

to state, the broad blueprint contained similar elements: a transition period, “old cost”

recovery provisions, staggered offering of customer choice, “no choice” fall back

coverage, and a deregulated future.

TRANSITION PERIOD

- All bills called for a transition period during which a series of steps related to

customer choice, cost recovery, and the removal of regulatory controls were

put in place in order to smooth the transition to fully deregulated markets.

- Transition periods also provided for temporary benefits to consumers such as

rate reduction plans and protections for the environment such as funds to

promote energy efficiency.

OLD COST RECOVERY

- The “old” utility that provided generation, transmission and distribution

service was broken up into separate entities and the old regulated costs were

repackaged and collected in a variety of ways.

- The regulated cost of generation was separated into “market” and “above

market” costs. The market rate was determined after a study or analysis.
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- The above market costs were considered “stranded costs” and the regulated

utility recovered them in an extraordinary manner. These stranded costs was

often allowed to be recovered over a longer time period (re-amortized) in

order to lower the monthly bills for the customers that received the “rate

reduction.”

- After this separation of costs, the generation plants were either sold off or

transferred to an affiliate. The revenue obtained from the sale was used to

retire costs from the books of the regulated utility. These revenues also served

as a cash infusion the utilities used for other business ventures. For example,

PG&E sold their generation plants in California and used the revenue to buy

most of the generation put up for sale in New England.

STAGGERED CUSTOMER CHOICE

- Customers were allowed to shop for alternative suppliers of electricity but in a

controlled manner, that is large customers usually were the first class to be

allowed to shop and then over a four or five year period others customers were

allowed the same opportunity.

- Customers not allowed access to alternative suppliers were given a “rate

reduction” for the transition that was actually are-amortization of the existing

costs not a real reduction.

- Suppliers other than the franchise utility were allowed into service territories

to compete for customers.

NO CHOICE FALL BACK PROVISIONS

- The plans recognized that some customers would either be unwilling or

unable to find alternative suppliers of electricity at attractive rates. For

example, aside from Pennsylvania which has offered a guaranteed reduction

to residential customers chosen for alternative supply, no state has had success

in getting alternative suppliers to serve a significant portion of residential or

small business load.

- After ordering the sale or transfer of generation assets, the old utilities had to

find generation to meet the no-choice load. The old utilities were the

providers of last resort.
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- Generation services were to be obtained in a variety of ways in these plans.

Most state plans allowed the utilities to enter into contract for the repurchase

of some or all of the generation they were forced to sell or transfer. A typical

deal would involve the sale or transfer of the generation combined with a

contract for a repurchase of some or all of the power from those plants for a

period to cover the transition period.

- If long-term contracts were not available or were inadequate to meet the needs

of the no-choice customers, then the utilities had to find short-term purchases.

Because of the actions of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the old

way of getting short-term supplies through purchases at cost from the power

pool was ended.. In the case of California, almost all generation purchases

were required to be through the Power Exchange.

- The extent the old utility is exposed to short-term purchases at deregulated

prices, is a major indicia of the potential for the recreation of California like

debt in other states.

- Even though most transition periods “freeze” rates for the no-choice

residential and small business customers, in many states the deregulation

legislation allows for some form of cost recovery if the utility costs rise

dramatically. In Illinois, utilities can raise the “frozen” rates in the transition

period if the utility average return on equity over a two-year period falls

below a benchmark rate. In Connecticut, the rates set for no-choice customers

for the transition period are initially reduced and frozen to reflect the re-

amortization of stranded costs but they also have an automatic adjustment

clause added. If the costs of the utilities to find supplies to meet the no-choice

load rises, the higher costs will be automatically passed on in that state.

THE DEREGULATED FUTURE

- Looking beyond the transition period, the deregulation legislation called for

the complete removal of any regulatory oversight of the cost or reliability of

electric supplies. Prices are to be set in a market. All transitional measures

such as the “no choice” fall back offerings are phased out. These bills

eventually turn all consumers over to deregulated suppliers of electricity, The

--
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economic logic of these markets will favor making sales in the short-term

deregulated markets. In other words, very few if any competitors will come

forth offering lower cost, long-term contracts when the short term markets

provide huge windfalls. There is a perverse incentive at work here as well.

The more profitable short term markets mean fewer and fewer long term

contracts which means more consumers will be driven to the short term

market which will in turn increase the profitability of the short term markets.

And so on. Clearly the deregulatory reform needs reform.

VII. THE ALTERNATIVE

At its most basic level, the solution to the problems that have gripped California

and to a lesser degree several other states will require finding ways to harness

competition, not rely on it. In California and in the other state deregulation plans passed

to-date, the design of the blueprint assumed deregulation would work with no regulatory

oversight. The plans relied on competition that did not yet exist and when the

competition failed to materialize the states found themselves at the mercy of a handful of

sellers allowed to charge what the market would bear for a necessity as basic as

electricity. Despite the complexity and the seeming unending series of complication in

California, there are a few simple principles around which customer choice and

regulatory reform need to be organized. First, the broad goals of low cost, safe, reliable

power generated in an environmentally responsible manner must be maintained and

pursued in the restructured markets. Second, the blueprint for restructuring or regulatory

reform must protect and use competition to achieve these goals.

To both protect and use competition may seem contradictory aims but they are

not. The lack of proper regulatory protections has resulted in stifling potential

competitors in many states to-date. Indeed many of the California problems have

resulted from the lack of real alternatives for all consumers. If legitimate competitors do

not exist, they cannot benefit society with lower cost and /or more environmentally sound

electricity generation. The protection of new competitors is so important, one of the

basic recommendations of this analysis is that states considering restructuring or

reforming existing legislation consider allowing for new, public competitors to
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participate in deregulated markets along side potential private entrants. Finally, the

reform package must provide “hold harmless” protections for customers unable or

unwilling to find alternative, competitive suppliers.

The alternative is one that opens the possibility for competition, but does not

assume it will be there. The alternative must require the competition that does

materialize to “work” in terms that anyone in California can understand. After California,

it should be easy to agree that what society wants is low cost, safe, reliable power

generated and delivered in an environmentally responsible manner. Regulation, for all

the bad press it has gotten over the past eight years, is really nothing but the organized

manner society attempts to get the kind of electricity it wants. Those goals must not be

abandoned as electric markets are opened to competition. Indeed, it is very possible to

structure regulation in a way that allows it to use competition to improve the chances for

society to obtain these very goals.

Competition can be used to reform regulation, give regulators more tools to

determine the best deal for consumers, to use choice to allow consumers to select the kind

of environmental profile they want from the generators of electricity. There is a

theoretical economic structure that can be used to help design this reformulation rather

than replacement of regulation. Public ownership of power generation has been used as a

type of competition to provide a “yardstick” measure against which utilities performance

can be measured. There are also at least two examples from states as divers as Vermont

and Nevada where this type of regulatory reform that uses competition either has been

tried or is in the process of being considered.

There is an alternative branch of economics, applicable to market restructuring,

that offers a different view of the role of public oversight, and makes competition one of

the tools to reach desired ends rather than being the end in itself. This formulation is

based on the recognition that regulation of markets like electricity is a type of “principal-

agent” problem. Principal-agent theory developed as a branch of industrial organization

where it has been recognized for some time that large corporations try to achieve results

for the “principals”, i.e. the stockholders, by employing “agents”, i.e. managers and
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workers, who have different incentives and interests than the principals.” The economic

problem is to develop a set of incentives under which the agents will work to the best

interests of the principals, recognizing that the interests of society and its agents are at

odds.

For the production and use of electricity, lets be clear about how the interests

vary. Society is interested in safe, reliable, least cost electricity. Society is also

increasingly concerned about the environmental footprint of the electric industry. The

agents, the corporate owners of the utilities, are interested and indeed are required by law

to advance the profit of the stockholders. With those differences in mind, what incentives

are given by the change from power pool to power exchanges? Power exchanges create a

major new source of profit for utilities. Moreover, they do this by linking the profit to the

highest bid price for electricity received to meet load in a particular hour. A typical

power exchange may require 20 million kWh’s to meet load in a peak hour. Under the

power exchange, every one of those 20 million kWh’s will receive a price equal to the

highest bid received to meet the load in that hour. A typical cost of generation is in the

range of $.03  per kWh. Even with the very high costs of natural gas at present, the cost

of generating a kWh from a combined cycle plant will be in the range of $.07  t0 $.08  per

kWh. Under shortages of the type seen in the Midwest in the summers of 1998 and 1999

and again in California, the price can climb as high as $3.00 per kWh. Again in these

new markets that high price is paid for every kWh sold through the exchange for that

hour.

A power exchange turns a power shortage into a major source of profit. It creates

an incentive for the manipulation of generation resources that did not exist under power

pools. A power exchange is a step in restructuring that is a step away from reliable

power. It is also a step away from least cost power. The national experiment with

electric industry restructuring has only begun. And yet, like all journeys the initial steps

one takes are of paramount importance. Restructuring must attempt to use the forces of

” The regulation of the electric industry can be characterized as a principal-agent problem having
asymmetrical information and an imperfect incentive structure. Asymmetrical information: Regulators do
not have access to the same information as the company they regulate. Imperfect incentive structure: It is
often to the company’s advantage to manipulate the information regulators do receive in order to pursue
greater or more secure profits. This makes the basis for regulatory decisions better. It also reduces the
ability of the regulated firms to profit from withholding or manipulating information.
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competition to advance the goals of society. These goals do not change as a result of

restructuring. The series of crises from price spikes to reduction in system reliability are

a warning that restructuring must be done carefully and critically. At every step of the

way, restructuring must be able to show that the structures and incentives adopted are

likely to channel competitive forces towards social goals, not away from them.
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